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This year DCNA received an invitation 

to the Lottery’s prestigious Goed Geld 

Gala and a cheque for € 500,000,- 

which meant that the ten parks in the 

Dutch Caribbean and their partners 

could collectively breath a sigh of relief 

and throw themselves back into the 

conservation work which has made 

the region world famous.
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DCNA’s activities are funded through 
the  support of the Dutch Postcode
Lottery, Stichting Doen and the Dutch 
Ministry of the Interior (BZK).
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Miro Zumrik

DCNA would like to dedicate this Annual Report to 

Miroslav (Miro) Zumrik. 

A five member team of photographers left Europe 

in March 2009 on a photographic expedition to 

the tiny Dutch Caribbean island of St Eustatius. 

Their mission was to capture in photographs the 

outstanding natural beauty of the island. Their 

purpose was to donate their images to STENAPA 

and the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance to help 

us tell the world the captivating story of nature and 

conservation on our islands. 

Sadly they returned with only four. On the 5th 

March 2009, after a morning of bird photography, 

the ocean took Miro’s life. 

Our deepest sympathy goes out to Miro’s wife 

and children, his friends and colleagues. His 

photographs live on and will continue to help us 

safeguard nature and protect the wonder of nature 

which is our islands. 
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The Dutch Caribbean

With their population of less than 300,000 and land area of 800 km2, the Dutch Caribbean 
islands are tiny, remote and easily overlooked. But their natural heritage is rich and diverse, 
making them the most important ‘hot spot’ for biodiversity within the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands. The Dutch Caribbean boasts a range of unique, globally significant and 
endangered habitats and species ranging from primary rain forest to magnificent coral reefs. 
The islands of Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao alone are home to over two hundred endemic 
species and subspecies, which live on these islands and nowhere else in the world. 

The islands form two distinct groups which are not only separated by more than 900 km 
of open water, but are also linguistically, culturally, geologically and ecologically diverse. 

The Windward Islands of Saba and St Eustatius are volcanic in origin with lush vegetation 
ranging from dry loving cactus, sea-grape and aloe in the coastal areas to ferns and 
mountain mahogany trees at altitude. There are coral reefs, pinnacles, patch reefs and 
fringing reefs around the islands and St Maarten also has numerous salt ponds and 
mangrove stands. 

By contrast the vegetation of the Leeward Islands of Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao consists 
almost exclusively of cactus, acacia and other dry loving trees and plants. Bonaire and 
Curaçao are unique in being true oceanic islands as they are separated from mainland 
South America by a deep-water trench. Aruba on the other hand was formerly part 
of the South American mainland. Bonaire’s reefs are considered some of the very best 
and healthiest in the Caribbean. All three islands have fringing coral reefs, seagrass and 
mangrove stands as well as extensive bays and saliñas (salt ponds).

Introduction

Conservation

Nature conservation is nothing new to the Dutch Caribbean. The first land park was 
established over forty years ago on Bonaire in 9th May 1969 and was followed in 1978 
with the establishment of the Christoffel Park on Curaçao and in 1979 by the creation of 
the very first marine protected area in the Dutch Caribbean, the now famous Bonaire 
National Marine Park. Other islands quickly followed suit so that there are now ten 
protected areas in the Dutch Caribbean. The goal is to establish at least one land and one 
marine park on each island in order to protect and preserve the islands’ natural heritage 
and to promote wise and sustainable use of these valuable resources, particularly by 
tourism.

Common constraints on the parks include limited and at times unreliable government 
support, chronic lack of adequate funding and lack of spatial planning on the islands. The 
main threats include development pressure, particularly in the coastal zone, overgrazing 
by free roaming goats, sheep, cattle and donkeys and invasive species such as Corallita 
and the rubber vine. There are entrenched local issues over land tenure and persistent 
over harvesting, particularly of marine resources, such as grouper, lobster and conch. 

Introduction
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Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance

The Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) is a regional network of protected areas and 
grass roots organization, which was established in 2005 to support and assist the protected 
area management organisations (parks) and other nature conservation organisations within 
the Dutch Caribbean. 

DCNA’s vision is to work with the parks and other partners locally and internationally to 
safeguard the islands’ biodiversity and promote the sustainable management of natural 
resources throughout the Dutch Caribbean.

DCNA aims to achieve this vision by: 

•	 Fundraising	and	securing	long	term	sources	of	financing	for	nature	conservation	in	the	
Dutch Caribbean.

•	 Promoting	and	representing	the	goals	and	activities	of	nature	conservation	in	the	
Dutch Caribbean nationally and internationally.

•	 Providing	a	central	repository	for	information	relating	to	biodiversity	and	protected	
areas, and encouraging communication exchange of information between 
organizations inside and outside the Dutch Caribbean.

•	 Promoting	institutional	capacity	building,	training,	partnership-building	as	well	as	
technical resource sharing.

Location of the Dutch 
Caribbean islands.
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Park management organisations

Each of the protected areas of the Dutch Caribbean is managed by a not for 
profit non governmental organization (foundation) which has a co-management 
arrangement with local stakeholders. The following table gives a comparative 
overview of the established parks within the Dutch Caribbean.

Park management organisations

Island Mgmt.  Body Protected area Features

Aruba

Fundacion Parke
Nacional Arikok 

(FPNA) Parke
Nacional

Arikok
 Est. 2000

This terrestrial park covers approximately 18% of Aruba and includes rough hills of lava and 
limestone rocks formed from fossilized coral. The island’s highest hill, Jamanota, is within 
the protected area. The park is home to various species of cacti, approximately 50 species 
of trees and is the last refuge of Aruba’s endemic rattlesnake. (3,240 hectares/8,000 acres*) 

Bonaire
STINAPA
Bonaire

Washington
Slagbaai

National Park
Est. 1969 

Bonaire
National

Marine Park
Est. 1979

Klein Bonaire
Est. 2000

The first natural sanctuary in the Dutch Caribbean, this park encompasses almost 17% 
of the island and includes its highest point, Mount Brandaris. The park is a haven for 
migratory birds, the island’s endemic parrot, flamingo, iguana and nesting sea turtles. 
(5,600 hectares/13,900 acres*)

The marine park extends from the high water mark to the 60m depth contour around 
Bonaire and Klein Bonaire encompassing an area of approximately 2,700 hectares. It includes 
continuous fringing coral reefs, seagrass and mangroves. It was established in 1979.

An uninhabited satellite island off Bonaire’s western shore, Klein Bonaire is an important 
stopover for migrating birds. Its shores are nesting grounds for the globally-endangered 
hawksbill and loggerhead sea turtles. (600 hectares/1,500 acres*)

Curaçao

CARMABI
Foundation

Christoffel Park
Est. 1978

Curaçao
Underwater Park

Est. 1983

Shete Boka
Est. 1994

This terrestrial protected area is a wildlife reserve and garden containing rare and endemic 
flora and fauna, some found only within its boundaries.  Mount Christoffel, the island’s 
highest point, is in the centre of the park. (2,300 hectares/5,700 acres*)

The park extends along the island’s southeastern contour from the high-water mark to a 
60m depth.  Just off the leeward shore is a pristine fringing reef. (600 hectares/1,500 acres*)

Shete Boka protects the rocky high-energy north coast of the island, including several 
pocket beaches where globally-endangered sea turtles come to nest. (470 hectares of 
coastline/1,200 acres*)
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Park management organisations

SA
BA CONSERVATIO

N

FOUNDATION

Island Mgmt.  Body Protected area Features

Saba

Saba
Conservation
Foundation

Saba’s Terrestrial 
Park and Hiking Trail 

System, Est. 1999 

Saba National Marine 
Park, Est. 1987

Saba’s terrestrial park consists of land donated by the Thissell family in 1999 - locally 
referred to as the Sulphur Mine, the peak of Mt Scenery - the highest peak in the entire 
Kingdom of the Netherlands (877 meters), and 14 public trails. (Muriel Thissel - 35 
hectares/86 acres; Mt. Scenery Reserve – 6 hectares/15 acres*)

The Saba National Marine Park surrounds the island, stretching from the high-water mark to 
a depth of 60m, and protects spectacular coral pinnacles, the seabed and overlying waters. 
(1,300 hectares/3,200 acres*)

St Eustatius

St Eustatius
National Parks

Foundation
(STENAPA)

Quill/Boven National 
Park, Est. 1997

Statia National 
Marine Park

Est. 1996

Botanical Gardens
Est. 2000

This park consists of a dormant volcano called the Quill and Boven, an area of hills on the 
northern tip of St. Eustatius. Almost all of the 482 wild plant species of the island are found 
within the park, along with lush secondary rain forest and cloud forest. Eight hiking trails 
along the Quill have been open since 2000. (540 hectares/1,350 acres*)

The park protects an area from the high-water mark to a 30m-depth contour around the 
island. Within the park are stands of rare black coral and two actively managed no-fishing 
reserves. Humpback whales regularly pass through as they follow their migration route. 
(2,750 hectares/6,800 acres*)

The Miriam C. Schmidt Botanical Gardens aims to reintroduce species that once thrived 
on the island and includes an educational sensory garden, palm garden, look-out garden, 
kitchen garden and bird observation trail. (5.3 hectares/13 acres*)

St Maarten

Nature
Foundation
St. Maarten

Man of War Shoal 
Marine Park

Est. 2010

The Marine Park is a sanctuary to some of the most pristine environment of St. Maarten.  
The park is a home or migratory stopover for whales, dolphins, numerous species of shark, 
sea turtles and hundreds of fish species. (1,500 hectares/3,700 acres*)

*all figures rounded
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Executive Summary 

Nicole Esteban DCNA Chairperson and Manager of the National Parks on St Eustatius.

2009 was a crucial year for the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance. 

After four years of hard work, fundraising and promoting nature conservation in the 
Dutch Caribbean, supporting the parks, building capacity and running great projects, in 
2009 DCNA found itself financially at break point. The reason was that since its inception 
DCNA had been providing financial support either directly, through ‘Essential Operational 
Support’, or indirectly, by channeling grant funding from Stichting DOEN and others, to 
the parks on St Maarten and St Eustatius which have insufficient funding to cover their 
basic operational costs. The Trust Fund had been established but DCNA’s cash reserves 
were exhausted and we started the year facing the prospect of having to drastically cut 
back on operations and activities.

Then the Dutch Postcode Lottery came along and saved the day !

DCNA has been working with the Dutch Postcode Lottery since we first started up. In 
fact it is thanks to Lottery Special Project funds, administered by IUCN NL, that we had 
the money we needed to start up and get the infrastructure in place necessary to secure 
a long-term grant from the Dutch Ministry of the Interior. And for three years DCNA has 
been petitioning to become a beneficiary of the Lottery. 

This year DCNA received an invitation to the Lottery’s prestigious Goed Geld Gala and 
a cheque for Euro 500,000, which meant that the ten parks in the Dutch Caribbean and 
their partners could collectively breath a sigh of relief and throw themselves back into the 
conservation work which has made the region world famous.  

We cannot thank the Lottery enough for having the faith and foresight to allow us to 
become their 64th beneficiary. For us this is a long term partnership which we are delighted 
with and we sincerely hope that we will be able to exceed their expectations for us. 

The shadow on the horizon is the dire financial situation for the parks on St Eustatius and 
St Maarten, which has yet to improve.

On St Eustatius, STENAPA have been working hard all year with their island government 
to have a system of the tanker fees implemented which would finally allow the parks 
to become self financing. Through this system, which has its basis in local legislation, 
visiting tankers would be required to pay a tonnage fee to the Statia Parks for their use 
of the Marine Park for anchoring. The situation is complex and after a year of negotiation 
STENAPA are at an impasse with the terminal authorities, who refuse to acknowledge the 
tanker fee. It is hoped that this will be resolved in the coming year. 

On St Maarten, the Island Government has consistently neglected to provide the Nature 
Foundation with the funding they need to manage the St Maarten Marine Park and have 
failed for over three years to pass legislation which would allow the Nature Foundation 
to collect user fees, such as diver admission fees. Non governmental conservation 
organisations such as World Wildlife Fund and Stichting DOEN have pumped hundreds 
and thousands of Euros into the park since its inception but without Island Government 
support it is now clear that the conservation efforts on St Maarten are sadly doomed to 
fail. Finally, at the end of the year the Nature Foundation received their first subsidy from 
the Island Government towards costs of operational management of the Marine Park. It 
is to be hoped that the St Maarten Government will set aside an annual subsidy for park 
management from now on.

Executive Summary 
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This year, once again, DCNA has gone from strength to strength running more courses 
and workshops for park staff than ever and continuing to run projects, which supply core 
information on park management, provide parks with essential Management Plans and 
more. DCNA is supporting and promoting both turtle and bird conservation initiatives. 
The bird conservation work, which is funded by Vogelbescherming, includes providing 
Bird Guides for each island, bird Identification cards and training in bird conservation 
monitoring and conservation. 

In an exciting new initiative, DCNA, with its Dutch Partners, has been planning an outreach 
campaign in the Netherlands targeting Dutch nature lovers. The idea is, within the context 
of the upcoming constitutional change and the 2010 International Year of Biodiversity, 
to make the Dutch public aware of the diversity of nature on the islands so that they feel 
proud of our nature, and want to ensure the islands’ natural resources are adequately 
protected.

We are all very much looking forwards to making a splash in the Netherlands in 2010. 
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Highlights of the year

Outlined below are some of the successes DCNA is proud to have achieved in 2009 as 
well as some of the challenges:

•	 DCNA	became	the	newest,	and	proudest,	beneficiary	of	the	Dutch	Postcode	Lottery	at	
the Lottery Goed Geld Gala in February 2009. As a new partner, DCNA received a cheque 
for Euro 500,000 of which Euro 200,000 was deposited straight into DCNA’s Trust Fund 
portfolio to build a sustainable funding future for the region’s parks. 

•	 The	Dutch	Ministry	of	the	Interior	continued	to	provide	essential	funding	support	
to DCNA and most importantly a Euro 750,000 annual contribution to Trust Fund. 
After evaluating the costs involved in swapping funds into Trust Fund they took the 
unprecedented decision to allowed IUCN NL to deposit funds directly into our Trust Fund 
account thereby saving over Euro 30,000 per year in bank charges and associated costs.

•	 Having	new	staff	meant	a	whole	new	set	of	obligations,	which	DCNA	lived	up	to	by	
developing its very own Human Resource Policy Manual addressing everything from staff 
hire procedures to bonuses, evaluations and ‘code of conduct’ in the office.

•	 Vogelbescherming	continued	their	financial	support	for	the	implementation	of	bird	
conservation work in the Dutch Caribbean. At the end of the year they generously 
provided additional funding for exhibit materials to be displayed in the Netherlands 
and also to run a pilot GIS project in the Washington Slagbaai National Park.

•	 DCNA	continued	to	expand	its	range	of	outstanding	promotional	materials	throughout	
the year. There are now regular eNews bulletins, Island booklets and “scrapbooks” 
(plakboekjes) for landmark events such as the official opening of the Parke Nacional 
Arikok on Aruba, STINAPA’s Park celebrations on Bonaire as well as the anniversary of 
the Botanical Gardens on St Eustatius. 

•	 Capacity	building	continued	to	be	a	high	priority	for	DCNA	in	2009.	In	total	ten	park	
staff participated in staff exchanges (totaling 60 staff exchange days in 2009) and six 
trainings/workshops were held for over 50 park staff and volunteers on a variety of 
topics including: 

	 	 •	Communication	basics	
	 	 •	Marine	Mammal	Stranding	workshop	
	 	 •	REEF	Check	Training	
	 	 •	Mangrove	Restoration	workshop	
	 	 •	Reef	Resilience	workshop	
	 	 •	Lionfish	workshop	
	 	 •	Mooring	installation	course	

•	 Two	successful	Board	meetings	were	held	in	2009,	on	Saba	and	Curacao	and	at	both	
events the Board chose a hands on way to mitigate the extra carbon burden to the 
environment: they spent half a day planting trees !
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Challenges
•	 The	funding	situation	on	St	Eustatius	and	St	Maarten	did	not	improve	in	2009	and	the	

parks on those islands were unable to meet their basic operational costs. In May 2009 
the Board of DCNA was forced to take the painful decision that financial deficits are 
the responsibility of the individual island parks. Nevertheless DCNA provided repayable 
loans to both STENAPA and the Nature Foundation to ensure their survival until the end 
of the year.

•	 Trying	to	get	adequate	attention	for	nature	and	the	environment	during	the	
constitutional change process has proved as challenging as ever. On the bright side, 
the BES islands now have a Dutch Ministry of Agriculture (LNV) Kwartiermaker, based on 
Bonaire. The Ministry of Agriculture also has a part time counterpart for the BES islands 
in Den Haag, and they have shown a strong interest in developing a management plan 
for the Dutch Caribbean Exclusive Economic Zone. 

•	 On	the	home	front,	within	the	Secretariat	staffing	went	up	…	and	down.	Two	new	
staff members were hired in 2008 to boost Secretariat capacity. Esther Wolfs, Assistant 
Director started working for DCNA in September 2008 and left by mutual consent 
at the end of 2009. Conservation Project Officer, Linda Grotenbreg joined DCNA in 
November 2008 and left in June 2009 to return to her old career in teaching in the 
Netherlands.  

 

Highlights ofthe year
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Relationship to other organisations

Dutch Caribbean

DCNA maintains close working relationships with its constituent parks and other not for 
profit organizations within the Dutch Caribbean. The most important of these are:

Aruba Fundacion Parke Nacional Arikok

Bonaire STINAPA Bonaire

Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire

Curaçao CARMABI Curaçao

Uniek Curaçao

Saba Saba Conservation Foundation

St Eustatius STENAPA St Eustatius

St Maarten Nature Foundation

Emilio Wilson Estate Foundation

Netherlands

DCNA has been working since its inception with a dedicated group of Dutch Partners 
in the Netherlands, many of which have signed a Memorandum of Understanding with 
DCNA. These are:

Representative

Conservation International Pieter Borkent

De Landschappen Hank Bartelink

De Hortus Botanicus Andre van Proosdij

IUCN NL Pieter van der Gaag

IVN Chris Maas Geesteranus

MilieuKontakt International Jerphaas Donner

Natuurmonumenten Feiko Prins

SNP Jan Willem Sneep

Staatsbosbeheer Jan Blok

Vogelbescherming Nederland Bert Denneman

Wereld Natuur Fonds Carel Drijver

International

DCNA works informally with:

Bird Life Caribbean David Wege

Conservation International US Mike Smith

ICRAN Kristian Teleki

IUCN Regional Office Brussels Jean Philippe Palasi

The Nature Conservancy Phil Kramer

WRI Lauretta Burke

Relationship to other organisations



DCNA is an active member of the following networks and initiatives:

WIDECAST: Wider Caribbean Sea Turtle Network

WIDECAST, an expert network of biologists, managers, community leaders and educators in 
more than 40 nations and territories, is committed to an integrated, regional capacity that 
ensures the recovery and sustainable management of depleted sea turtle populations.

CaMPAM: Caribbean Marine Park Managers network 

This initiative brings together MPA researchers, administrators, managers, and educators 
from governmental entities and non-governmental organizations as well as the private 
sector in an inclusive network to exchange ideas and lessons learned through a variety of 
mechanisms.

CEPF: advisory committee

The Critical Ecosystem Partnership Fund (CEPF) is a joint initiative of Conservation 
International, World Bank, MacArthur Foundation and others to provide grants for NGOs 
doing conservation work within biodiversity hot spots. Beginning in 2010 CEPF money will 
be available to support work in the Caribbean Hotspot and DCNA has been invited to join 
an expert panel (International Advisory Committee) under the leadership of BirdLife tasked 
with developing Ecosystem Profiles and conservation outputs, which will form the basis of 
the CEPF Caribbean investment strategy.  

The Ecosystem Profile will provide a rapid assessment of the current causes of biodiversity 
loss throughout the Caribbean coupled with an inventory of conservation and development 
investments taking place in the region. 
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Management body

The Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) is a foundation (‘stichting’) incorporated 
in the Dutch Caribbean on the island of St Maarten. It is registered with the Chamber of 
Commerce on St Maarten (registration # 81286) and Bonaire (registration # S-341).

Council of Patrons

DCNA has a Council of Patrons made up of distinguished and influential members 
of society, each of whom has a profound understanding of the value of nature and 
conservation for the islands, local communities and the local economy. Members of the 
Council of Patrons are:

Her Majesty Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands
Following a Jubilee visit to the Dutch Caribbean in November 2006, Her Majesty, Queen 
Beatrix, became the royal patron of the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance.  

Jaime Saleh: Minister of State for the Netherlands Antilles
Former Governor General of the Netherlands Antilles, Jaime Saleh was both the Judge of 
the Court of Justice of the Netherlands Antilles and later the Chief Justice. He has a keen 
interest in both nature conservation and the preservation of historic buildings.

Nico Visser
Former head of International Nature Conservation for the Ministry of Agriculture and 
currently agricultural advisor for the Ministry of Agriculture in the Republic of South Africa, 
Nico Visser holds a professorship from the Universite de Savoie in Chambery, France. He 
worked for five years in the Dutch Caribbean when he set up the Netherlands Antilles 
Department of Nature and the Environment. 

Dolf Hogewoning left as the Principle Secretary to Queen Beatrix in the summer to take 
up a new posting as Ambassador to Syria. His successor Mr. Jaap Leeuwenburg, was 
formerly private secretary to Prince Willem Alexander and Princess Maxima. Meetings 
were held with Mr Leeuwenburg in June and September and he expressed considerable 
interest in DCNA. He had been planning to attend DCNA’s December Board meeting but 
was prevented from doing so.

The Governor Generals of both the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba, as Her Majesty Queen 
Beatrix’ representatives have both shown a strong professional and private interest in the Dutch 
Caribbean Nature Alliance and are considered ‘honorary patrons’.

Board 

DCNA has an elected Board consisting of representatives of:
•	 Legally designated protected areas management organisations (parks) from each island 
•	 Local and international non profit organisations working with protected areas or species
•	 Technical, legal or financial experts
•	 Central Government Department of Nature and Environment (MINA)

DCNA’s core Board members are the representatives of the legally designated DCNA’s 
core Board members are the representatives of the legally designated protected 
area management organisations (parks) on each of the islands. On each island the 
Island Government has ceded management of its parks to a local non-governmental 
organization, with or without a formal management contract and these foundations co-
manage the island’s nature resources together with local stakeholders. 
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In order to include other conservation perspectives within the Board, DCNA holds one 
Board seat each for the windward and the leeward islands for a representative nominated 
by a local NGO involved in nature conservation (area or species management) and up to 
three Board seats for international conservation organisations who have given significant 
support to DCNA. 

Three Board seats are reserved for members selected on the basis of their particular 
technical, legal or financial expertise. 

In order to ensure equitable representation of the island of the Netherlands Antilles and 
to provide links with other conservation and environmental activities the Netherlands 
Antilles Department of Nature and the Environment (MINA) holds a non-voting seat on 
the Board of DCNA. 

Board member Alternate Representing Re/Elected Term ends

Jimmy Mijer Alba Gonzalez
Fundacion Parke 
Nacional Arikok

May 2009 May 2011

C. Elsmarie Beukenboom Kerenza Frans STINAPA Bonaire Dec 2009 Dec 2011

John de Freitas Dr Dolfi Debrot CARMABI May 2009 May 2011

Kai Wulf Johanna van’t Hof
Saba Conservation 
Foundation

Dec 2009 Dec 2011

Nicole Pozas Esteban Irving Brown STENAPA St Eustatius Dec 2009 Dec 2011

Frank Boekhout Jan Beaujon Nature Foundation Dec 2009 Dec 2011

Frensel Mercelina Local NGO Term ended

Rueben Thompson Local NGO Nov 2008 Nov 2010

Doeke Eisma Intl NGO Nov 2008 Nov 2010

Luis Santine [Financial expert] May 2009 May 2011

Leendert van Driel [Financial expert] Dec 2009 Dec 2011

Paul Hoetjes MINA Dec 2009 Dec 2011

Changes in Board membership in 2009 included:
•	 Election of Luis Santine as a financial expert
•	 Election of Jimmy Mijer as the representative of Fundashon Parke Nacional Arikok, with 

Alba Gonzalez as his alternate representative
•	 Election of John de Freitas as the representative of CARMABI, Curacao, with Dr Dolfi 

Debrot as his alternate representative
•	 Election of Kai Wulf as the representative of Saba Conservation Foundation, with 

Johanna van’t Hof as his alternate representative
•	 Election of Frank Boekhout as the representative of the Nature Foundation with Jan 

Beaujon as his alternate representative
•	 Re-election of Nicole Esteban as the representative of STENAPA St Eustatius with Irving 

Brown as her alternate representative
•	 Local NGO representative Frensel Mercelina left the Board as his Board term was at an end

A complete list of Board members including biographical information and an overview of 
Board officers can be found at on DCNA’s website (www.DCNAnature.org)

Board succession training

New Board members Doeke Eisma, Rueben Thompson, Luis Santine, Jimmy  Mijer, Kai Wulf 
and Alternate Board member Johanna van’t Hof all received a Board orientation in 2009.
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The goal of the orientation is to empower new Board members to be able to participate 
fully in Board meetings and discussions and to ensure that they understand their 
role both within the Board and towards the outside world. The orientation presents 
information on the governance structure of DCNA, it’s goals, objectives and activities and 
introduces each of the key governance documents which are used to guide the decision 
making and management. 

2009 Board meetings

Two Board meetings were held. The first was held on Saba in May 2009 and the second 
on Curacao in December 2009. On both occasions a high priority was given to the 
development of a communication and outreach campaign in the Netherlands in 2010.

Board meeting: May 2009, Saba

At the May Board meeting, Board members were privileged to be joined by:

Fred Wouters Vogelbescherming, Director

Bert Denneman Vogelbescherming, Policy Advisor

Rietje Grit IUCN NL

Duncan MacRae Project leader: Management Success

R.J van Oosten Graphic designer

The theme of the Board meeting was communication planning for a 2010 campaign in 
the Netherlands to raise awareness about the diversity and importance of nature in the 
Dutch Caribbean amongst Dutch nature lovers. The idea is to use the International Year of 
Biodiversity and the constitutional change to support this campaign and to work closely 
with DCNA’s Partners in the Netherlands to make it a success. 

Follow up meetings were held with DCNA’s Partners in May and September 2009 
to build a robust plan and to get their support and commitment. Key partners are 
Vogelbescherming, Staatsbosbeheer, Natuurmonumenten and IUCN NL

Additionally the Board meeting included an in depth review of DCNA’s Management 
Success project with project leader, Drs Duncan Macrae. This included discussion 
and approval of critical definitions for key park tasks and a detailed review of the data 
collection, analysis and reporting. 

Board meeting: November 2009, Curaçao

The Board was privileged to be joined on the first day by Patron, Jaime Saleh, as well as 
Governor Frits Goedgedrag, who opened the meeting and gave a welcoming address. 
Letitia Buth, Head of the Central Government Department of Nature and the Environment 
kindly joined the meeting for discussions related to the constitutional change. 

The theme for the meeting was once again, DCNA’s planned 2010 outreach campaign 
in the Netherlands. This was followed by a presentation and discussion about DCNA’s 
new partnership with the Dutch Postcode Lottery and the implications of this. The Dutch 
Postcode Lottery Communication Plan 2010 was reviewed with the Board and each Park 
representative submitted a demonstration project for inclusion in the plan. Long time 
advisor, Letitia Buth, lead a discussion on the issues, obstacles and solutions to nature 
conservation problems in the Dutch Caribbean. This information will be as the basis for a 
new vision document.

Management body
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Committees

DCNA has two standing committees established by the Articles of Incorporation: 
Executive Committee and Finance Committee. 

Additionally DCNA has a number of ad hoc committees set up by the Board to address 
issues of particular importance to the organization. Ad hoc Committees must include at 
least two Board members but can also invite other external experts to join the committee. 

The current ad hoc committees are Trust Fund Committee (chaired by Leendert van Driel) 
and Communication Committee (chaired by Paul Hoetjes). All other ad hoc committees 
were disbanded by the Board at the end of 2009 as a review by the Executive Committee 
found either that they had fulfilled their mandate or that they were no longer an asset to 
the organization. 

The DCNA Secretariat attends all Committee meetings and participates fully in the 
business of the Committee as well as handling meeting logistics, producing meeting 
minutes and following up on action points and decisions. 

Executive Committee

The Executive Committee is charged with:

•	 Representing the Board between Board meetings
•	 Carrying out such tasks and responsibilities delegated to it by the Board
•	 Reviewing Board meeting preparations and ensuring sound agendas, scheduling and content
•	 Discussing, vetting and endorsing material and decisions to be presented to the Board 

including annual action plans and budgets.
•	 Advising and supporting the Secretariat and Board on request
•	 Ensuring decisions of the Board are implemented and that the affairs of DCNA are 

conducted in accordance with the Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws and other 
governing documents

•	 Overseeing the affairs of DCNA between meetings including the implementation of 
approved action plans, budgets and programmes 

•	 Overseeing the day to day affairs of DCNA in the absence of the Executive Director

The Executive Committee was unchanged in 2009:

Nicole Esteban Chairperson

Leendert van Driel Vice Chair

Elsmarie Beukenboom Treasurer

Paul Hoetjes Secretary

The Executive Committee together with the Executive Director met four times in 2009 
(February, May, October and December) and has become increasingly active in overseeing 
the affairs of DCNA. Additionally representatives of the Executive Committee met with 
representatives of the Board of CARMABI in August to discuss, amongst other things, 
management of DCNA’s Trust Fund, and again for an informal dinner in December 2009. 

The Executive Committee met prior to Board meetings to discuss and approve the 
meeting agenda and to set priorities for the Board meeting, to review all of the 
documentation, to make recommendations and to pre-approve material in order to 
facilitate discussion and decision making by the Board.

Management body
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Finance Committee

The Finance Committee is responsible for:

•	 Overseeing the financial affairs of DCNA between Board meetings including reviewing 
monthly financial reporting of income, expenditure vs budgets and bank balances

•	 Ensuring that correct and appropriate accounting procedures are used and financial 
records are kept 

•	 Reviewing and approving the annual financial statement
•	 Verifying that financial audits are completed in a correct and timely manner
•	 Ensuring that financial management issues flagged by the auditors in their annual 

audit letter are addressed.
•	 Approving balance sheets and calculation of revenues
•	 Verifying and overseeing the acquisition and disposal of real assets
•	 Overseeing the grant giving activities of DCNA ensuring that eligibility criteria are met 

and that rules and responsibilities of grantees are adhered to.

Luis Santine joined the Finance Committee on his election to the Board in May 2009 and 
the Finance Committee is made up of:

Elsmarie Beukenboom Committee Chair

Leendert van Driel Financial expert

Luis Santine Financial expert

The Finance Committee met twice in 2009 in conjunction with the Executive Committee 
meetings in order to review and approve the finances, budget and financial statement. 
Oversight of financial asset management has been delegated to the Trust Fund Committee.

Ad-hoc Committees

Trust Fund Committee

The purpose of the Trust Fund Committee is to set up and oversee the management of 
DCNA’s Trust Fund portfolio as described in the “Feasibility Study of a Protected Areas Trust 
Fund” (February 2005).

The Trust Fund Committee consists of:

Leendert van Driel Board member Committee Chair

Luis Santine Board member

Letitia Buth Vice Chair

Norbert Chaclin

The Trust Fund Committee met every two months throughout 2009, mostly via 
conference calls, to review and oversee the portfolio management by UBS Switzerland 
and twice organized conference calls with representatives of UBS Switzerland.

Additionally at the mid year, after careful consideration, a second financial asset 
management company for the Trust Fund was selected, namely Arbor Group, a 
representative of UBS in the USA. Two meetings were held with the Director of Arbor 
Group, John Adams and the paperwork to set up trust fund portfolios was signed in 
December 2009. 

The funds from the Dutch Ministry of Interior were transferred directly into DCNAs 
dedicated Trust Fund account at Rabobank in the Netherlands by arrangement with the 
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Ministry thereby saving an estimated Euro 30,000 in bank charges and other related costs. 
From 2009 onwards the Ministry has authorized IUCN NL to transfer Euro 750,000 directly 
into DCNA’s Trust Fund account.
 
[See Trust Fund Report for further details of activities]

Fundraising Committee

The purpose of the Fundraising Committee is to oversee the development and 
implementation of an integrated and realistic fundraising and communication strategy. 
The Fundraising Committee is particularly concerned with the capitalization of the Trust 
Fund and ensuring that parks have sufficient funds to meet their annual operating costs. 

The Fundraising Committee was disbanded on the recommendation of the Executive 
Committee in December 2009. 

Constitutional Change Committee

The purpose of the Constitutional Change Committee is to clearly articulate DCNA’s 
vision for the constitutional change and to lobby for and optimize support for nature and 
conservation throughout the reform process as well as helping to define DCNA’s role in 
the future constitutional situation. 

The Constitutional Committee was disbanded on the advice of the Executive Committee 
in December 2009 as its mandate was found to have been fulfilled. 

The conclusions of the Committee as they were presented to DCNA’s Board at the end 
of 2008 are that there appears to be no vision for the future and that attention for nature 
and conservation has so far been neglected in the process. Critical at this stage are that 
the islands have adequate spatial plans and that efforts increase to obtain adequate 
legislation to protect nature as well as to secure adequate enforcement.

Communication Committee

A Communication Committee was established in October 2009 to oversee the 
development and implementation of an integrated, realistic and achievable 
communication strategy with the dual tasks of building awareness of the diversity, 
uniqueness and fragility of nature in the Dutch Caribbean and the consequent need for 
adequate attention, funding and resourcing of the parks. 

The Communication Committee consists of

Paul Hoetjes Board member Committee Chair

Leendert van Driel Board member

Bert Denneman Vogelbescherming NL

Hank Bartelink De12 Landschappen NL
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2009 Committee meetings: overview

Executive Committee Feb 2009
Nicole Esteban, Leendert van Driel,

Elsmarie Beukenboom,
Paul Hoetjes and Secretariat

Finance Committee Feb 2009
Leendert van Driel,

Elsmarie Beukenboom and Secretariat

Fundraising Committee Feb 2009
Nicole Esteban, Leendert van Driel

and Secretariat

Executive Committee Oct 2009
Nicole Esteban, Leendert van Driel, 

Elsmarie Beukenboom, Paul Hoetjes
and Secretariat

Finance Committee Oct 2009
Leendert van Driel, Elsmarie Beukenboom 

and Secretariat

Trust Fund Committee Bi monthly
Leendert van Driel, Letitia Buth,

Luis Santine, Norbert Chaclin
and Secretariat

Fundraising Committee Jun 2009
Nicole Esteban, Leendert van Driel

and Secretariat

Constitutional Change Committee Oct 2009
Letitia Buth, Nicole Esteban, Elsmarie 

Beukenboom and Secretariat

Communication Committee Oct 2009
Paul Hoetjes, Leendert van Driel

and Secretariat

Executive Committee Dec 2009
Nicole Esteban, Leendert van Driel, 

Elsmarie Beukenboom, Paul Hoetjes
and Secretariat

Communication Committee Dec 2009
Paul Hoetjes, Leendert van Driel,

Jimmy Mijer, Kai Wulf and Secretariat

Management body
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Staff

The DCNA Secretariat is staffed by a full time Executive Director, Kalli De Meyer and 
Office Administrator Emeray Martha Neuman. The Executive Director is responsible for 
the day-to-day management of the foundation’s affairs whilst the Office Administrator is 
responsible for the smooth and efficient running of the office.

Emeray Martha Neuman came back from maternity leave on 17th August 2009 having 
given birth to a lovely little baby boy, Levi Martha. During Emeray’s maternity leave 
Manette Anthony joined the Secretariat to cover the basic administrative functions. 

Assistant Director, Esther Wolfs, relocated to Bonaire with her husband, Mark Kater, and 
two beautiful young daughters to start working for DCNA in September 2008. Esther 
took the lead in the liaison with DCNA’s Partners in the Netherlands as well as DCNA’s 
internal financial administration and the Dutch component of DCNA’s fundraising, 
communication and outreach activities. After six weeks of arbitration, by mutual consent, 
she left DCNA at the end of December 2009.

Linda Grotenbreg moved to Bonaire with her son in 2008 to work at a local high school 
before joining the Secretariat staff as fulltime Conservation Project Officer in November 
2008. In June 2009 she decided to go back to the Netherlands to take up a teaching 
position at an international school. 

Position Employed Academic qualification

Kalli De Meyer Executive 
Director

Apr 2005
MSc Oceanography

[Southampton University]

Esther Wolfs Assistant 
Director

Sep 2008 to 
Dec 2009

MSc Environmental and Resource 
Management

[VU University Amsterdam]
MBA Groningen University

Linda Grotenbreg Conservation 
Project Officer

Nov 2008 to 
June 2009

MSc Marine Biology
[Groningen University]

Emeray Martha 
Neuman Administrator Oct 2007 HAVO

The Secretariat is responsible for:
•	 Record keeping and correspondence
•	 Bookkeeping and financial administration
•	 Planning, budgeting and reporting
•	 Providing Secretariat services to the Board and Committees
•	 Liaising with government, donors and other third parties
•	 Implementing Board approved strategies, policies and planning
•	 Fundraising, representation, communication and outreach
•	 Project administration and implementation, capacity building and training
•	 Maintaining a central repository of information on nature conservation

Staff
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DCNA Governance Documents

At the beginning of the year DCNA’s governance documents were thoroughly reviewed 
and given a professional face-lift. DCNA now has the following documents available in 
hard copy and as pdf files in a new and very professional design format: 

•	 Articles of Incorporation 
•	 Bylaws
•	 2007 – 2012 Multi Year Plan
•	 Accounting Procedures Manual 
•	 Human Resource Policy Manual

They are available on request from the Secretariat or can be downloaded from DCNA’s 
website: www.dcnanature.org/downloads/index.html

Human Resource Policy Manual

With the increase in staffing during 2008 came the need for a more structured approach 
to staffing issues ranging from how to handle the hire process and staff bonuses to staff 
evaluations and salary increases. A new Human Resource Policy Manual was approved in 
February 2009. 

Operational Manual

The Operational Manual, which aims to capture the structure and purpose of the 
organization as well as its operational practices and procedures, is regularly updated, 
reviewed and approved by the DCNA Board and can be downloaded from DCNA’s 
website (www.dcnanature.org/about/manual.html)

DCNA Offices

DCNA’s Secretariat head offices have been located on Bonaire since April 2005. They 
consist of rented office space in down town Kralendijk. The office is centrally located 
on Kaya Grandi in the main town and consists of a single large room, kitchenette and 
bathroom. A Nissan four door pickup is on loan from a local not for profit foundation 
“Coral Resource Management”.

Since the current office space has proved too small for DCNA’s expanding needs, the 
search was on in 2009 for a suitable new location. A new office has been found at Kaya 
Italia #5 (one the edge of Kralendijk and close to the APNA Building and Regional Service 
Centre for the BES island on Bonaire. The contract was signed for this 85 square meters 
of office space, which includes an open reception, meeting room, kitchen and two stand 
alone offices in December 2009.
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Outsourcing 

Financial services

DCNA outsources its financial administration to Windfield Financial Services  (Curtis 
Eduarda), a professional accounting company based on Curaçao, who took over the 
book keeping and accounting in 2007. Accounts are kept in an accrual based accounting 
system and all income and expenditure, assets and liabilities are recorded and reports 
(general ledger, profit and loss, balance sheet) are produced on a monthly basis.

Curtis Eduarda has addressed all the issues raised in Ernst and Young’s management letter. 
He also held a separate meeting with Garrick de Cuba (Ernst and Young senior account 
manager) in October on Curacao to discuss how to handle income recognition and 
deferred income for DCNA and the Parks to Dutch Accounting Standards.

Human resource management

Linkels & van Wilgen, a local human resource management company,  has been 
working with the Secretariat to streamline and professionalize DCNA’s human resource 
management, in particular to develop a human resource policy manual which will be 
finalized and ratified by the Board early in 2009. The Secretariat will then work with Linkels 
& van Wilgen to develop evaluation procedures and salary scales for staff. 

IT support

Two service providers (Computer Wizard and Digitale Diensten) provide IT services 
including wireless networking, server maintenance and backups. All electronic 
information is held centrally on a server. Additionally Digitale Diensten has been 
contracted to develop a FileMaker database, which is being used to streamline Secretariat 
activities such as creating mailing lists, tracking sub contractor time and sending 
personalized bulk emails. 

Sub contractors

DCNA works with a variety of highly qualified, local and overseas consultants, who are 
contracted to work various projects. These include:

Adrian del Nevo Environmental consultant

Flo Depondt
Conservation Review project leader
Washington Park Guide
Park Bird Guides

Duncan MacRae
Management Success project leader
Management Plan project leader

Robert Jan van Oosten Graphic designer

Adrian del Nevo acted as a consultant throughout the development of DCNA’s bird 
monitoring programme and ran two week long training workshops in bird conservation 
complete with training manuals. He has acted as a consultant on the development of the 
Bird Guides and ID cards, has set up monitoring stations with park staff on Aruba, Saba 
and Statia.

Flo Depondt completed a one year volunteer posting with STINAPA in 2008. She has 
worked on the text for a guidebook to the Washington Slagbaai National Park and 

Outsourcing
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developed materials for a dive staff training course. Most recently she has collating content 
for a Conservation Review and producing text for a series of Bird Guides for the parks.

Duncan MacRae has his own consulting firm based out of the UK and has been working 
with DCNA for many years now on DCNA’s Management Success project and to develop 
Management Plans for the parks (including the Bonaire National Marine Park, Statia National 
Parks, Saba hiking trails and park as well as the proposed terrestrial park on St Maarten). 

R.J. van Oosten owns his own graphic design company in the Netherlands. RJ has not 
only developed DCNA’s image but is the person responsible for the excellent design 
and impressive quality of DCNA’s outreach and communication materials. RJ spent the 
month of February 2009 working from DCNA’s headquarters on Bonaire and has worked 
incredibly hard for DCNA throughout the year on a wide variety of materials including 
designing a new look for DCNAnature.org

DCNA Trust Fund Report 2007
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Park Support

Accounting support

Winfield Financial Services (Curtis Eduarda) has been assisting the parks on St Eustatius 
and Saba throughout the year to bring their accounting up to the auditors’ standards 
by addressing the issues raised in the management letter as well as to close their books, 
produce Financial Statements for 2008 and prepare for the 2009 audit. Curtis also provides 
the DCNA Secretariat with the financial report required by the Dutch Ministry of the 
Interior (BZK) for these parks, which shows their annual income and expenditure in the 
required format. An additional training course in the use of Quick Books was held for Saba 
Conservation Foundation and STENAPA administrative staff. 

Auditing support

Ernst and Young have provided auditing services since July 2006 for DCNA Secretariat, 
CARMABI, Saba Conservation Foundation, STENAPA and the Nature Foundation on St 
Maarten. From 2010 onwards, STINAPA Bonaire plan to also be audited by Ernst and Young. 

This year Ernst and Young completed the audits in record time and issued their audit 
statements with the financial statements by the second week of June and issued their 
management letter (except for CARMABI) on the 20th July 2009. 

A limited re-audit at CARMABI was conducted to give assurances about the changes that 
were made late last year to the administration of admission fees from the Christoffel Park 
as this lead to CARMABI receiving only a qualified audit letter for 2008. It was a success 
and was accepted by the Dutch Ministry of the Interior as an indication that the financial 
management at all of the parks is in good order. 

Ernst and Young’s three-year contract was up for re-negotiation in 2009. A new proposal 
was submitted by them and approved by the Board for a further three year contract for 

Park support
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their auditing services. This was largely based on the time invested in their company and 
auditors and their familiarity with DCNA’s particular investment and financial situation.

Essential operational support

Two applications for Essential Operational Support (EOS) were received by the Secretariat 
in January 2009 (from STENAPA and the Nature Foundation). 

At the May Board meeting it was unanimously decided that financial deficits are the 
responsibility of the individual islands and that it is therefore not appropriate for DCNA 
to commit funding to EOS. The Board therefore approved a loan to STENAPA of Naf 
174,371.00 funding support. In August 2009 the Board voted not to approve Nature 
Foundation’s application for EOS but instead to grant them a repayable loan sufficient to 
ensure that they would be able to continue to operate until 31st December 2009.

Island government support for parks
The Board of DCNA recognized the need to create an inventory of the support Island 
Governments provide for their parks financial, in-kind and indirect (such as passing 
legislation to allow parks to collect admission fees). Also to evaluate the work, which parks 
do, often outside of their mandate, to support their Island Government.
Therefore at the May 2009 Board meeting park representatives were presented with a 
questionnaire to complete and the data was collected at the meeting. This data was 
reviewed at the December 2009 Board meeting and will be used to produce a positioning 
paper for the Dutch Caribbean Parks, which, amongst others will be sent to the Dutch 
Ministry of LNV.

Trust Fund donations
Following discussions with Ministry staff and IUCN NL, the Dutch Ministry of the Interior 
agreed to change the swapping procedure from 2010 onwards. Funds no longer have 
to be transferred from the Netherlands to the parks’ accounts and then sent back to the 
Netherlands, which incurs bank charges and similar amounting to up to Euro 35,000 
annually. Instead, from 2010 onwards IUCN NL will transfer Euro 750,000 directly into 
DCNA’s Trust Fund account. In 2009 the Ministry allowed DCNA to place the funds directly 
into our Trust Fund account. This was completed in December 2009. 
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DCNA Trust fund technical report
January – December 2009

Background

The Dutch Ministry of the Interior (BZK) made a commitment to support nature 
conservation in the Dutch Caribbean by making available a sum of Euro 1 million per year 
for a period of ten years, ending in 2016. The intention is that this money will be matched 
by third parties and that these matching funds will be used to further capitalize the Trust 
Fund. The agreement with BZK as stated in a Letter of Intent (‘intentieverklaring’) signed by 
them in December 2005 has been confirmed by the ‘Tijdelijke subsidieregeling IUCN NL ten 
behoeve van DCNA’ (uit Staatscourant 17 november 2006, nr.255 / page 9).

DCNA Trust Fund

In accordance with the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) Articles of Incorporation, 
Article 16, DCNA is at liberty to establish a Trust Fund as one of the means available to the 
foundation to raise funds for the completion of its mission. 

In June 2006 a Trust Fund was established through the setting up of a dedicated Trust 
Fund bank account with the Rabobank in the Netherlands.

At the DCNA Board meeting in May 2006, it was unanimously reconfirmed that the Trust 
Fund will be an endowment fund where the capital is locked for a defined period and 
cannot be touched. This means that money placed in the DCNA Trust Fund will not be 
available to solve short term funding needs. The funding from the Ministry of the Interior 
(BZK) will be used to enable funds to be placed in this Trust Fund. The Board also agreed 
unanimously that the revenues from the fund will be reinvested (not withdrawn from the 
Trust Fund) for a period of ten years, ending in 2016.

Trust Fund Committee

In accordance with the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) Articles of Incorporation, 
Article 15 Sections 1 and 4, the Board of DCNA created a Trust Fund Committee for 
the purpose of making all of the necessary preparations for the establishment and 
capitalization of a Trust Fund as described in the “Feasibility Study of a Protected Areas 
Trust Fund” and required by the BZK Letter of Intent. 

The Trust Fund Committee provides co-ordination and leadership and decision making 
power throughout this process, which will include establishment of procedures 
and protocols for managing funds swapped into the Trust Fund, the selection of an 
appropriate financial asset management company, preparation and review of all 
necessary documentation including contracts and terms of reference, strategic decisions 
regarding investment guidelines and ethics as well as the type and maintenance structure 
of the fund, ensuring at all times, that DCNA and its interests are best represented. 

The Trust Fund Committee met five times in 2009 of which two meetings included 
representatives of UBS Switzerland, the financial asset management company. These 
meetings were supplemented by regular conference calls to assess, amongst other things, 
portfolio performance and next steps.

Funding

The Dutch Ministry of the Interior (“BZK”) continued to provide essential funding support to 
DCNA and most importantly a € 750,000 annual contribution to Trust Fund. DCNA became 
beneficiary of the Dutch Postcode Lottery in February 2009. DCNA received a cheque for € 
500.000, of which € 200,000 was deposited straight into DCNA’s Trust Fund account.

30 DCNA Annual report 2009
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Swaps

Up to 2009 BZK was prevented by regulations to directly fund the Trust Fund. To 
overcome this restriction it was agreed to introduce the swapping process, which 
implied that BZK makes funds available to DCNA and the Parks as a “contribution for 
operational support”, and subsequently The Parks will make a “donation to the Trust 
Fund”, that matches the amount they received as contribution for operational support. 
After evaluating the costs involved in swapping funds into Trust Fund, BZK took the 
unprecedented decision to allow depositing funds directly into DCNA’s Trust Fund 
account thereby making the cumbersome and expensive swap process obsolete, saving 
over €30,000 per year in bank charges and associated costs. 

Asset Management Company:

UBS Switzerland
UBS Switzerland was selected as DCNA’s financial asset management company and an 
agreement was signed with them in May 2007, the account was opened in June 2007 and 
an amount of  € 1.930.000 was transferred to this account in July 2007. Subsequently the 
following sums have been transferred to UBS Switzerland:

2007   €     736.135
2008    €     734.261
2009   €     500.000

The establishment of the Trust Fund with UBS Switzerland unfortunately marked the point 
at which the financial markets globally started to decline giving UBS Switzerland a difficult 
start, and as a result the UBS portfolio ended in 2007 with a negative performance of  -/- 
6.4%, being the equivalent of a loss of  € 118.600.  

The global financial crisis has lead the Trust Fund Committee to review its initial strategy 
to work with one single asset manager. In 2008 the Trust Fund Committee took the 
decision to look for a second asset manager to;

•	 Spread risk between a European and US based investment portfolio
•	 Reduce the dependency on one asset management company
•	 Additional benchmarking

A thorough analysis of three candidates was undertaken by the Trust Fund Committee 
and based on this the Arbor Group was selected as DCNA’s second Financial Asset 
Manager, in addition to UBS Switzerland.

Arbor Group 
An agreement was signed with the Arbor Group (previously Smith Barney, currently 
associated with UBS USA) in fall of 2009, the account was opened in December 2009 and 
an amount of  € 2.000.000 was transferred to this account in December 2009

Investment strategies
All of the funding allocations are flexible but the principle difference between the investment 
portfolio held with UBS Switzerland compared with the proposed portfolio with Arbor Group 
lies in the fact DCNA cannot influence the portfolio composition or the financial instruments, 
which make up the investment with UBS Switzerland as this is a consolidated fund (Global 
Allocation Europe). With the Arbor Group it will be possible for DCNA to pick and choose to a 
much greater extent how the portfolio is made up and managed.

Comparison of current (year end 2009) investment strategies:

UBS Switzerland Arbor Group

Equity 65% 65%

Fixed income 30% 12%

Alt and cash 5% 23%

Management fee 0.85% 1.27%

Trust fund technical report 
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Trust fund financial report

The Trust Fund started its investment portfolio with UBS Switzerland in July 2007. During 
the year 2007, the value of the portfolio declined by € 118.600,=. 
In 2008 the investment portfolio suffered significantly from the financial crisis, leading to 
a loss of € 626.070 in that year. In spite the losses, the performance of the DCNA portfolio 
out-performed the comparable parameters/benchmarks over the same period. 

During 2009, DCNA’s portfolio did much better, a value increase of € 408.770 was achieved.

Summary of performance

The value of the Trust Fund as per 31/12/2009 was:

Trust Fund Bank Account at Rabobank NL  €     2.503,750*  
Asset Manager:
 UBS Switzerland    € 1.982.200,=
 Arbor Group USA    € 2.000.000,=

Total value as per 31/12/2009   € 3.984.703,=

*Bank account at 31/12/2009 was € 760,060, which included the amount of € 750.000,= of BZK’s contribution for 2010

Since its inception, the Trust Fund made a loss of € 335.901,= , outperforming the 
benchmarks over the same period.

Contributions to Trust Fund (Euro)

Starting position  (31/12/2006) 1.900.208

     BZK contribution 2007  736.135

     BZK contribution 2008 734.261     

     BZK contribution 2009 750.000

     Postcode Lottery contribution 2009 200.000

  Total contributions 4.320.604

Value

Value as per 31/12/2009 3.984.703

Net Result since 31/12/2006 (-7.77%)       
-335.901

Trust fund financial report
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Goal:
Fundraise and 

secure long-

term sources of 

finance for nature 

conservation.

Fund raising

DCNA faces significant fund raising challenges in the years ahead. As part of the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands, the Dutch Caribbean is not eligible for many of the funding sources 
open to our Caribbean partners such as the World Bank GEF fund or US AID and it is hard 
to build a sound funding appeal when the islands are considered to be part of Europe. 
Accessing funding in the Netherlands is also difficult as the Dutch Caribbean is frequently 
ineligible as it is not part of the Netherlands, though this may soon change for the islands 
of Bonaire, Saba and St Eustatius when they acquire direct links to the Netherlands. 
European funding from the European Union is also essentially unavailable to Europe’s 
overseas territories. 

DCNA’s primary objective is to raise Euro 24 million to capitalize a Trust Fund. The 
intention is that the revenues generated by the Trust Fund will then pay for the day-to-
day operations of one marine and one terrestrial park on each of the islands of the Dutch 
Caribbean as well as the operational costs of the DCNA Secretariat, thereby securing a 
long-term sustainable financial future for the parks. 

However, until the Trust Fund is fully capitalized and capable of covering the parks’ 
operational costs, DCNA needs to assist the parks in raising sufficient funds annually to 
ensure that all the protected areas can continue to operate at least to a basic level. At this 
point in time the parks on St Eustatius and St Maarten are not able to meet their annual 
operating costs and are therefore dependant on external financial aid to remain open. 

Finally, DCNA seeks external funding and support for its biodiversity conservation 
projects, training workshops and other similar activities. 

Fundraising in 2009

Given the global financial situation, fundraising focused in 2008 firmly on the Netherlands 
and first attempts were made to engage the private sector as well as government and 
funding institutions. An ‘ask letter’ has been developed and submitted to PriceWaterhouse 
Coopers who responded requesting a proposal. KLM have also been approached. 

Dutch Ministry of the Interior (BZK)
In February 2006 the Dutch Ministry of the Interior, at a media event in Den Haag, 
announced their intention to support nature conservation in the Dutch Caribbean with 
an annual grant. This grant agreement was signed in November 2006 and came into 
effect on the 1st January 2007. 

This funding is crucial to the success of DCNA because it allows a total of Euro 750,000 
per year to flow into a Trust Fund for the term of the grant. This will provide approximately 
one third (Euro 7,5 million of an estimated Euro 24 million) of the money necessary to fully 
capitalize the Trust Fund.

In 2009 technical and financial reports along with Financial Statements and audit letters 
for the year 2008 were duly submitted to the Dutch Ministry of the Interior along with 
draft action plans and budgets for 2010. 

The audit letter for CARMABI was not positive as the required changes to the 
administration of their admission fees were made in the third quarter 2008 and the 
effectiveness of these changes could therefore not be judged by the auditors when they 
conducted their audit in February 2009. A limited re-audit conducted later in the year 
gave a positive result with which the Dutch Ministry of the Interior was satisfied.
In a letter dated 28th September 2009, the parks were commended by the Ministry on the 

Fund raising
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improvement in the quality and uniformity of their reporting as well as the improvements 
in their financial administration.

On 4th December 2008 DCNA received Euro 1 million from the Dutch Ministry of the 
Interior (BZK) for the year 2009. Due to the ongoing global financial situation these funds 
were held on an interest bearing account.

Swapping the funds from the Ministry to the parks and back to the Netherland cost over 
Euro 30,000 in 2008. In December 2009 the Dutch Ministry issued a letter allowing IUCN 
NL to transfer Euro 750,000 directly into DCNA’s Trust Fund account in 2010. The Ministry 
then kindly agreed that DCNA could place funds directly into the Trust Fund account and 
this transfer was completed at the end of December 2009.  

Huge thanks are due to our colleagues at IUCN NL and our point contact within the 
Ministry for making this happen. 

Dutch Postcode Lottery (NPL)
Special Project Funding from the Dutch Postcode Lottery allowed the parks of the Dutch 
Caribbean to first set up the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance in 2005 as well as ensuring 
that DCNA was able to meet the Dutch Ministry of the Interior’s condition that Euro 1.89 
million, be placed in the Trust Fund by the end of 2006.
 
It’s official: we are now a part of the “NPL family”. And we have been kept well and truly 
on our toes all year long responding to a string of requests for things as diverse as photos 
and tag lines for newspaper adverts, to Lottery specific information on projects and from 
invitations to take part in TV shows sponsored by the Lottery to the delivery of material for 
an on line game. 

In addition to submitting copies of annual reports, financial statements and audits, 
DCNA provided the Lottery with Communication Plans for 2009 and 2010 outlining how 
DCNA proposes to engage its stakeholders (internal and external) in the Netherlands and 
including information on the Lottery as our new conservation partner. 

Special project applications
Once a year the Lottery accepts special project applications from their beneficiaries. This 
year DCNA submitted a proposal for the purchase of the Emilio Wilson Estate on St Maarten 
and participated in join applications with IUCN NL for an ecosystem restoration project 
and with De 12 Landschappen and others to create a film and photo archive. Results are 
announced at the Lottery’s annual Goed Geld Gala in February of the following year.

Vogelbescherming 
As a result of a fundraising campaign run amongst its membership at the end of 2007, 
in October 2008 DCNA received a total of Euro 86,094.22 from Vogelbescherming to 
execute Bird Conservation Projects (BCP) including conducting monitoring workshops and 
producing outreach materials in support of bird conservation work in the Dutch Caribbean. 

The first workshops were held on St Eustatius in May 2008 and in November 2008 on Aruba 
and monitoring stations were set up on both islands and equipment, bird identification 
books and a field monitoring handbook was distributed to participants for their parks.

Throughout 2009 DCNA has struggled to develop outreach materials for all participating 
parks: Bird Field Guides and ID cards. This process was severely hampered by lack of access 
to suitable illustrations. DCNA and Vogelbescherming have invested over 8 months in 
acquiring copyright free bird illustrations, which can now be used in the books and for the 
ID cards. So far draft bird ID card lists and a draft Park Bird Guide have been produced for 
the Washington Slagbaai National Park, Bonaire. The process will continue into 2010.

Fund raising
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Follow on training workshops are planned for Curacao (18th – 22nd January 2010) and St 
Eustatius (2010). The Curacao workshop will mirror the first bird monitoring workshops in 
2008. The St Eustatius workshop will include a new field ecology component as well as a 
concise summary of the first workshop on bird monitoring. 

In addition to Vogelbescherming’s Director, Fred Wouters, and Bert Denneman attending 
DCNA’s May Board meeting to participate in the development of the 2009 – 2010 Bird 
Conservation Project content, an extensive mid year reporting update was submitted in 
June 2009.

Three additional projects were approved by Vogelbescherming at the end of 2009 namely: 
1.  Extension of the 2009 Bird Conservation Project funding:  US$ 20,000
2.  Pilot GIS project for the Washington Slagbaai National Park:  US$ 27,500
3.  Communication: developing exhibit material:  US$ 20,000

The Travel Foundation Nederland (TTFN)
After a year of hard work and innumerable rewrites of the original project proposal, DCNA 
signed a contract with the Travel Foundation NL providing a total of Euro 25,638.71, 
which can be spent on DCNA’s Dive Staff Training project in 2009. DCNA received the first 
installment of Euro 8,709.65 in March/April 2009.

The materials for this project were developed and the project needs to be implemented 
on Bonaire before the end of the year. Periodic updates have been supplied to The Travel 
Foundation, but they are currently very unhappy with the long delay in implementation. 

Prince Bernhard Nature Fund (PBNF)
DCNA has US$ 34,500 in project funding received in 2007 from the Prince Bernhard 
Nature Fund to prototype and test the development, design and production of a series of 
Guide Books for the parks. 

The first half of this project was completed this year with the publication of the very first 
in our series: Statia Marine Park Guide the first of which were printed in December 2009. 

Fund raising
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Potential new funders – funding opportunities

Ministry of LNV
DCNA has been using the opportunity presented by the constitutional change to 
pursue potential funding opportunities, particularly for the BES – islands. These include 
exploring the opportunities for institutionalized funding from the Dutch Government 
to pay for nature conservation management on the islands (such as something similar 
to the “Normkosten” system). Other funding sources might include a funding stream 
for National Parks (outreach, education and visitor centres) and/or funding for research 
and monitoring. All of these ideas spring from existing funding streams within the 
Netherlands. These ideas have been presented to Hayo Haansra (LNV), Ton Akkerman 
(BES-RCS), Chris Kalden (Director of Staatsbosbeheer), Willem Ferwerda (Director of IUCN 
NL), Henk Kamp, Governor Goedgedrag and others.

International Council of Bird Protection (ICBP)
At the suggestion of Vogelbescherming and BirdLife Caribbean, DCNA submitted a fund-
ing proposal to International Council of Bird Protection. To our delight DCNA received 
Euro 4,000 in October 2009. These funds will be used to co-fund DCNA’s on going bird 
conservation work.

Wereld Natuur Fonds (WNF)
Following a very successful meeting of the Dutch Partners in June 2009, DCNA was 
invited by WNF’s representative, Carel Drijver, to submit a project proposal to WNF’s INNO 
fund to support costs associated with communication and outreach to decision makers in 
the Netherlands within the framework of the constitutional change process. The project 
proposal was finalized and submitted for Euro 10,000 and it has been indicated that it 
may be possible to solicit a similar amount from this fund next year. 

Corporate
Approaches have been made to PriceWaterhouseCoopers for in kind support and to 
KLM, who have agreed to publish destination articles in their in-flight magazine “Holland 
Herald”. Efforts are ongoing to locate new sources of potential corporate funding.

Fund raising
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Promotion and representation

Constitutional change

A Constitutional Change Committee under the chairmanship of Letitia Buth (Head 
of MINA) was established to take the lead on this important issue. The Committee, 
which includes four of DCNA’s Dutch Partners, has been working actively on a plan of 
action to raise awareness in the Netherlands about the need to make provisions for 
nature and environment during the constitutional change process. 

Early in 2008 DCNA’s Board developed a vision document, which was distributed 
widely in the Netherlands. The document sets out to explain the importance of 
nature to the Dutch Caribbean islands, the current situation where local non-
governmental organisations are responsible for nature management on the islands 
and identifies three key priority areas for attention, namely:

1. Spatial planning
 There is an urgent need for balanced spatial planning and zoning for both islands 

and the surrounding areas of sea. Zoning plans need to indicate areas of high 
natural value requiring protection, which areas should be legally protected and 
which rules apply both to the protected area and to adjacent buffer zones in order 
to ensure that development outside of the protected area do not form a threat.

2. Legislation 
 There is insufficient and inadequate legislation and regulation concerning 

nature conservation on the islands.  Legislation conforming to the demands 
of international treaties and conventions is urgently needed along with nature 
policy plans. The dangers of invasive species and the import of plant diseases 
need also to be urgently addressed through adequate regulation. 

3. Sustainable financing 
 Adequate legal instruments need to be in place to enable the park management 

organizations to charge user fees. Other provisions are also required particularly 
on the smallest islands where tourism as a source of income for nature 
conservation is simply insufficient. The capitalization of a Trust Fund for nature 
conservation is still insufficient and requires additional funds. In the meantime, 
the need for adequate financing of nature conservation remains an important 
issue for DCNA.

Finally the vision document identifies a number of key areas where DCNA could play 
a role, such as:

•	 Center of knowledge and expertise: which could include acting as a biodiversity 
‘clearing house’ for the islands; developing, stimulating, and facilitating effective and 
responsible nature management; management and supervision of joint projects for 
policy support and nature management related research 

•	 Promoting co-operation and partnerships: which could include acting as a focal point 
during consultations and discussions, coordinating NACRI (Netherlands Antilles Coral Reef 
Initiative), organising inter-island forums and symposiums, developing costing methods 
for nature management and managing small grant funds for nature conservation

•	 Representing the joint nature conservation interests of the Dutch Caribbean region as 
a whole at international and regional forums, conventions and partnerships either in 
an advisory role or with the status of observer.

•	 On 27th November 2008 during IUCN NL’s thirty year celebrations, Queen Beatrix of the 
Netherlands expressed her concerns that nature conservation in the Dutch Caribbean 
should be given adequate attention during the process of the constitutional change. 

Goal:
Promote and 

represent the goals 

and activities of 

Dutch Caribbean 

nature conservation 

nationally and 

internationally. 
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Dutch partners

DCNA has been working with a variety of partner organisations in the Netherlands, 
most of whom have signed an official Memorandum of Understanding with DCNA:

Dutch Partner Representative MoU

Conservation International Pieter Borkent 

De Landschappen Hank Bartelink 

De Hortus Botanicus Andre van Proosdij 

IUCN NL Pieter van der Gaag 

IVN Chris Maas Geesteranus 

MilieuKontakt International Jerphaas Donner

Natuurmonumenten Feiko Prins

SNP Jan Willem Sneep 

Staatsbosbeheer Jan Blok 

Vogelbescherming Nederland Bert Denneman 

Wereld Natuur Fonds Carel Drijver

Three meetings were held in 2009 with DCNA’s Dutch Partners (February, June and 
September). On each occasion updates were given on DCNA’s ongoing activities and 
points of discussion included

•	 Constitutional change
•	 Awareness raising about biodiversity in the Dutch Caribbean
•	 Institutional capacity building

The Dutch Partners formed a Committee (PAP) to work with Esther Wolfs on an action 
plan for 2009 components of which included awareness raising in the Netherlands, 
communication plan and institutional capacity building. Progress was slow and 
the PAP Committee began working on a co-ordinated communication plan for 
the Netherlands with DCNA Partners in May/June. This plan was further developed 
during meetings in June and was presented to the Partners and the media and 
outreach personnel of their respective organizations in September 2009. 

Communication strategy

A communication strategy was first developed at the Board meeting in November 
2005. This strategy includes producing targeted outreach and communication 
materials, presentations and press releases to raise the profile of DCNA within the 
Dutch Caribbean and internationally as well as informing funders, decision makers 
and the general public of the goals and accomplishments of DCNA and the park 
management organisations. 

Communication in the Netherlands

This year DCNA developed a targeted 2010 Communication Plan for the Netherlands 
with the following interlinked elements:

•	 Dutch Postcode Lottery
•	 Dutch Partners

Promotion and representation
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There is broad support within the Dutch Partners for DCNA’s 2010 Communication 
Plan. The project elements can be summarized as:
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De12landschappen   
De Hortus Botanicus Amsterdam  
IUCN NL  
IVN Nederland  
Natuurmonumenten     
Staatsbosbeheer     
SNP   
Vogelbescherming Nederland     
Wereld Natuur Fonds    

Communication materials in 2009

Reports
DCNA’s 2008 Annual Report was finalized and widely distributed in electronic format 
in June 2009. 

Secretariat updates were produced for the May and December 2009 Board meetings. 
These updates are distributed not only to the DCNA Board but also to DCNA’s 
Patrons, Partners, funders and other interested parties to keep them will informed 
about progress and activity.

Travel Report
A new template and new look have been designed for DCNA Travel Reports and 
anyone taking part in DCNA funded travel is required to submit a trip report 
containing information on activities and meetings they have had, with whom, what 
was discussed and any action points or decisions. 

Press kit 
DCNA’s old press kit has been dusted down and now contains completely revised 
materials including:

•	 Map of the Dutch Caribbean
•	 Maps locating the parks on each island 
•	 Overview of Dutch Caribbean Parks 
•	 Island profiles on each islands and their parks

Press book
DCNA is keeping an up to date file on all of the press releases, which make it to 
print featuring protected areas or species, conservation activities, the parks or park 
management organisations in the Dutch Caribbean

eNews 
A new concept in terms of information distribution is the idea of producing regular (4 
weeks throughout the year) eNews bulletins. These take current information on park 
and DCNA achievements and activities and produce them in ‘sound bite’ form as easy 
to distribute linked to more information on the DCNA website.
 
Island booklets
The Board booklets, which are developed for each Board meeting, are now available 
for the following islands: Aruba, Bonaire, Curacao, Saba and St Maarten. 

Promotion and representation
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Promotion and representation

These booklets can be easily reworked into stand-alone booklets profiling nature and 
nature conservation on each island and have been used for the opening of the Arikok 
Park in July 2009 and to support STINAPA’s 40/30 year celebrations. 

Board materials
Revised Board books are produced for each Board member and distributed at DCNA’s 
Board meetings on customized USB sticks. By distributing materials on USB sticks and 
making documents available for download from the website, for the first time in 2009 
DCNA was able to hold a paperless meeting. 

2008 annual report
The DCNA 2008 Annual Report, which was completed in April 2009 and sent to print 
in July after extensive review and copy editing. It was designed as an outreach and 
communication tool as well as an annual report and it is rich in photographs, utilizes 
the DCNA design look and colours and gives an excellent ‘feel’ for the islands. It will 
be widely distributed throughout the Caribbean and internationally.
Board materials

Park Guide Books
The very first in a series of Guide Books for Dutch Caribbean Parks was completed in 
2009. The Statia Marine Park Guide has been under development for over a year. This 
monumental piece of work was completed by Parks Manager, Nicole Esteban, in the 
third quarter 2009. The first printed copies, hot off the press, were available at DCNA’s 
December Board meeting.

It is hoped that the Park Guide Books will become an important part of the 
parks’ outreach materials and useful for islanders and visitors alike providing an 
interpretation of the park’s Management Plan as well as a guide to dive sites, 
features and trails in the parks. The second in the series, which is currently under 
development, will be the Washington Slagbaai National Park Guide. 

SHAPE: photo shoots

SHAPE’s goal is to promote nature conservation through high quality and high 
aesthetical photos in cooperation with the major local conservation trusts, to help 
the organisations in their educational projects and in local and global environmental 
politics (www.shapeofnature.net). 

The SHAPE group consists of:

•	 Henkjan Kievit, Dutch photographer specializing in landscapes and reptiles
•	 Christian König, French photographer specializing in insects
•	 Marjolijn Lopes Cardozo, Dutch photographer specializing in plants
•	 Miro Zumrik, Slovakian photographer specializing in birds
•	 Rostislav Stach, Czech photographer specializing in birds

Their photographs from Bonaire, shot in February 2008, are simply outstanding. 
DCNA has been given copyright free use of their photo material for non-profit 
purposes and their images have been scattered liberally throughout DCNA’s outreach 
materials and reports. The effect is stunning.

In March 2009 the SHAPE photographers, under the leadership of Henkjan Kievit 
visited St Eustatius and St Maarten for a ten day long photo shoot on behalf of DCNA. 
Tragically, after a morning spent photographing birds, Miro Zumrik drowned whilst 
swimming off Zeelandia Beach. 

Our deepest sympathy goes out to Miro’s wife and children, his friends and colleagues. 
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Travel – meetings

The Secretariat made three trips to the Netherlands in 2009 to work with funders and 
partners there and to attend the Dutch Postcode Lottery’s Goed Geld Gala. 

Additionally Letitia Buth visited the Netherlands in connection with DCNA’s efforts 
to put nature and the environment on the agenda for the constitutional change 
discussions; Esther Wolfs attended the Opening Ceremony of the Parke Nacional 
Arikok on behalf of DCNA and members of the Executive Committee met with the 
Boards of CARMABI and the Nature Foundation.

Destination Timeframe Representatives
Goed Geld Gala Feb 2009 Nicole Esteban, Esther Wolfs, Doeke Eisma
Netherlands Feb 2009 Letitia Buth
Netherlands Feb 2009 Nicole Esteban, Esther Wolfs
Werkgroep Den Haag Mar 2009 Letitia Buth
Netherlands Jun 2009 Nicole Esteban, Kalli De Meyer
Netherlands Jun 2009 Esther Wolfs
Parke Nacional Arikok, Aruba Jul 2009 Esther Wolfs 
CARMABI, Curacao Aug 2009 Leendert van Driel, Paul Hoetjes 
Netherlands Sep 2009 Kalli De Meyer, Esther Wolfs
Saba Conservation Foundation Oct 2009 Kalli De Meyer 
Nature Foundation, St Maarten Oct 2009 Nicole Esteban, Leendert van Driel 

Additionally in December 2009, DCNA attended a meeting hosted by the Ministry of 
Agriculture, held on Bonaire, to discuss the management of the Dutch Caribbean’s 
Exclusive Economic Zone and to develop a draft outline for a Management Plan. 

Promotion and representation
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Capacity building

Exchange of expertise

Several staff exchanges took place throughout 2009. This resulted in 60 days of staff time 
spent on staff exchanges with other parks.

STENAPA staff [bird monitoring] Saba Sep 2009  5 participants  6 days
STENAPA staff [administration] Bonaire Jun 2009  2 participants 5 days

CARMABI [Mark Vermeij] Bonaire May 2009  1 participant 10 days
Washington Slagbaai staff Aruba Feb 2009  2 participants 5 days

This is an excellent way of allowing staff networking and exchange of information and 
expertise between islands and amounted to over 60 working days of staff exchanges in 2009. 

Training – workshops

The following training workshops took place throughout 2009 resulting in over 150 days 
of staff training in the Dutch Caribbean provided/co-funded by DCNA:

Communication: basics Bonaire Nov 2009 5 participants 0.5 days
Marine Mammal Stranding Curaçao Nov 2009 7 participants 3 days
REEF Check Training St Maarten Sept 2009 6 participants 3 days
Mangrove Restoration Workshop Bonaire Aug 2009 8 participants 3 days
Reef Resilience Workshop Bonaire Jun 2009 11 participants 4 days
Lionfish Workshop Bonaire Apr 2009 15 participants 3 days

Goal:
Promote institutional 

capacity building, 

training, partnership 

building and where 

necessary and 

efficient, technical 

resource sharing. 

Capacity building
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Biodiversity conservation projects

Management plans
Management plans have long been recognized as a critical planning and management 
tool for protected areas. Although some parks in the Dutch Caribbean have existed 
for decades, until recently, few have up to date management plans. DCNA has been 
assisting by providing not only a peer-reviewed template and process for the development 
of management plans but also a qualified person, Drs Duncan MacRae, to lead the 
management planning process and to write the draft plans.

Goal:
To assist park management organizations to develop management plans 
for their protected areas.

Islands: Bonaire, Saba, St Eustatius, St Maarten

Project leader: Duncan MacRae

Funder/s:
DCNA
Park management organizations
In kind support from Staatsbosbeheer (Jan Blok)

Status:

Bonaire National Marine Park management plan: completed 2006
Statia National Marine Park management plan: completed 2007
St Maarten Marine Park management plan: completed 2007
St Maarten Proposed Terrestrial Park management plan: completed 2009
Quill Boven National Park management plan: completed 2009
Saba terrestrial park management plan: in process

Update:

The terrestrial management plans for St Maarten and St Eustatius were 
completed in 2009. 
Saba Conservation Foundation is interest in completing their terrestrial 
management plan. Washington Slagbaai National Park, Parke Nacional 
Arikok, Christoffel Park and Saba Marine Park have all requested 
Management Plans in 2010. 

Monitoring protocols
The monitoring of the natural and cultural resource base plays a crucial role in evaluating 
the effectiveness of protected areas and is an important tool for improving the principles 
of reserve design and management. It is therefore important that monitoring protocols 
should be adopted and applied for both terrestrial and marine ecosystems using standard 
biophysical and socio-economic criteria so that a regional picture of the state of the 
resources and user perceptions of them can be built.

Goal:
Use of standard biological, physical and socio-economic monitoring 
protocols to ensure data compatibility and a regional picture of the state 
and use of natural resources.

Islands: All

Project leader: DCNA Secretariat

Funder/s: DCNA

Status:

A report produced by Dr Kenneth Buchan in July 2006 summarized 
the information available on the monitoring methods currently being 
employed by the marine parks in the Dutch Caribbean and made 
recommendations for a standardized system of monitoring for all parks 
based on current best practices, park resources and needs. 

Update:
Secretariat has been requested to provide a workshop to discuss 
standardizing monitoring protocols. This was substituted in 2009 by REEF 
Check and Reef Resilience workshops. 

Biodiversity conservation projects
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Turtle Conservation
Turtle conservation has been a long term priority for the islands of the Dutch Caribbean 
and turtles were chosen as a flag ship species by DCNA both because they are globally 
endangered and also because they are truly transboundary creatures migrating 
throughout their lives. DCNA has invested substantially in supporting turtle tracking work 
on the islands both to gain scientific knowledge about the turtles’ range state as well as to 
form a basis for public outreach and education. 
Most recently this focus has shifted to towards supporting the local non-profit 
organization, Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire (STCB) and helping them to make their 
expertise more widely available throughout the region and building capacity for turtle 
conservation locally. 

Goal: Increase capacity for turtle conservation in the Dutch Caribbean

Islands: Bonaire, Saba, St Eustatius, St Maarten

Project leader: Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire: Mabel Nava

Funder/s: DCNA

Status:

2005: Outreach campaign based the RARE Pride programme focusing on 
sea turtles. Completed in 2005
2006-7: Turtle tagging on Bonaire, St Maarten, St Eustatius to establish the 
extent of breeding turtle migration for the identification and protection 
of foraging grounds and migratory pathways within the Dutch Caribbean 
and beyond. Completed.
2008: Capacity building. Turtle Conservation Workshop held on 
Bonaire aimed at building a solid knowledge base about turtles, turtle 
conservation and field tagging and monitoring techniques. 
2009: Education and outreach: development of lesson plans and 
upgrading of STCB website to improve access to information.

Update:

In 2009 DCNA contracted STCB to complete the work on their website 
and to develop lesson plans and support materials, which could be 
introduced into local schools.
It took longer than expected to find someone qualified to write lesson 
plans but they were completed at the end of 2009. The pilot testing of 
the lesson plans and training course for local teachers will take place in 
January 2010. 
A company has been selected and the website work will also be 
completed by mid February 2010.  
A project extension was granted to mid February 2010

Management Success
The need for adaptive management and accountability are being recognised as critical 
components of successful management and fund raising strategies. Whilst there are a 
number of Rapid Assessment Protocols (The Nature Conservancy, World Wildlife Fund, 
Conservation International) to date the only tools available to measure park success are 
either highly subjective (World Bank Score Card) or strongly biased towards monitoring 
the state of the natural resources in the protected area (How is Your MPA Doing ?). 
DCNA is acutely aware of the need for Dutch Caribbean Protected Areas to be able to 
demonstrate their management success to donors and the community at large. This 
project has therefore been designed to capture both the context that the parks work 
within as well as how their management time and effort are being spent with the goal of 
being able to identify and demonstrate ‘measures of success’.

Goal:

Provide detailed information on the protected areas in the Dutch 
Caribbean including the external environment (context), issues and 
threats and operational management, which can be used to define and 
demonstrate management success. 

Islands: All

Project leader: Duncan MacRae

Biodiversity conservation projects
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Funder/s: DCNA

Status:

2005: data collection framework developed along with data collection 
forms, help sheets and tools for basic data analysis. Completed June 2005.
2006: mini reports developed and data critically analysed with input from 
protected areas staff. Data collection forms simplified and park staff given 
assistance to complete the forms.
2007: data collection methodology adapted and data collection 
methodology changed (collected on site with the assistance of the 
Project Leader to improve data quality and completeness). 
2008: data collection completed on site by Project Leader
2009: data collection on site by Project leader, presentation to DCNA 
Board, discussion of terminology and feedback 

Update:

Complete data was collected in January 2009 for the year 2008. DCNA 
was therefore able to provide draft Technical Reports for each island in 
March 2009 (as the basis for the reporting to the Dutch Ministry of the 
Interior)
This project was the subject of extensive review and discussion at 
the May 2009 Board meeting including definition of terminology. All 
requested changes have been made to the data collection and all IBA 
information has been included in the Management Success project (as 
requested by Vogelbescherming). Additionally data will be collected on 
the Emilio Wilson Estate during the January 2010 data collection. 

Conservation Review
Gathering basic information on the islands, their natural resources and protected areas 
of the Dutch Caribbean was identified as a priority project in June 2004. It was also 
identified as a major knowledge gap during the execution of the Management Success 
project. Whilst a wealth of information already exists, this is scattered and often not readily 
accessible. 

In February 2005 DCNA was therefore charged with the task of collating all of the readily 
accessible information on the islands biodiversity, protected areas and conservation 
activities. This completed, the next step has been to identify and fill information gaps and 
work on a publishable overview of technical information.
 
This Conservation Review will bring together all of the currently available information on 
the natural resources, park management organisations and their conservation activities 
for each island of the Dutch Caribbean. It will be available as a reference text and will be 
used to support fundraising activities.

Goal:
Produce publishable in depth information on the natural resources and 
conservation activities in the Dutch Caribbean 

Islands: All

Project leader: Flo Depondt

Funder/s: DCNA

Status:
Environics began compiling information in 2007. Worked stopped when 
their lead researcher, Alison Glass, became pregnant. This project passed to 
Flo Depondt in 2008 who is now also happily pregnant with her first child.

Update: First draft text is ready for expert peer review for all six islands. 

Biodiversity conservation projects
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GIS for parks
Several parks in the Dutch Caribbean are at a point in their development where they 
urgently need to be able to set up databases to store information on their natural 
resources, monitoring, research and management activities. Such graphical databases as 
Geographic Information System (GIS) systems would allow parks, for example, not only to 
store their data efficiently but also to graphically overlay information such as the location 
and abundance of threatened, endangered and endemic species with relation to threats 
and similar. As such it is an invaluable tool for managers and decision makers.

Goal:
Provide parks the hardware, software, training and baseline maps 
necessary for them to begin to accumulate GIS information for their 
protected areas.

Islands: All

Project leader: -

Funder/s: Vogelbescherming

Available funds: 2010: US$ 27,500.00

Status:
In December 2009 Vogelbescherming generously agreed to fund a pilot 
study to be conducted in the Washington Slagbaai National Park

Update: Project will commence in 2010

Park guide books: WSNP and Statia National Marine Park
The dual aim of the Guide Book series is to provide content rich educational material on the 
parks, their biodiversity and management activities for park staff, islanders, naturalists, schools 
and other special interest groups as well as attractive outreach featuring site descriptions and 
excursion guides for visitors. The project is being piloted on Bonaire with the Washington 
Slagbaai National Park and on St Eustatius with the Statia National Marine Park.

Goal: Develop the first in a series of Park Guide books 

Islands: Bonaire, St Eustatius

Project leader: RJ van Oosten

Funder/s:
PBNF – US$ 34,500.00
DCNA and parks

Available funds: 2009: US$ 34,500.00

Status:

This project has been underway for over two years and has taken 
longer than expected, primarily as the development of text, reviewing 
and editing has been done by the parks themselves or by volunteers. 
The layout and design work also proved more time consuming than 
anticipated. 

Update:

Statia National Marine Park Guide Book was completed in December 
2009. The first print copies were available at the December Board 
meeting. 
Text for the Washington Slagbaai National Park Guide Book is completed 
and under review by STINAPA Bonaire.

BCP: bird monitoring and outreach
DCNA leapt into bird conservation in 2008 after Vogelbescherming Nederland (a BirdLife 
International Partner) very generously provided project funding through special appeal to 
their membership. Extensive discussions with Vogelbescherming throughout 2007, advice 
from Dr Adrian del Nevo a workshop and Board deliberations in May 2009 resulted in the 
development of a two-year programme to build capacity for bird conservation on each island.

Goal: Build capacity for bird conservation in the Dutch Caribbean

Islands: Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao, Saba, St Eustatius

Biodiversity conservation projects
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Project leader: Monitoring: Adrian del Nevo,  Outreach materials: Flo Depondt

Funder/s: Vogelbescherming NL

Available funds: Euro 89,000.00

Status:

The first bird monitoring workshop was held on St Eustatius in May 
2008 and included participants from Saba and St Eustatius. Monitoring 
stations were set up on both islands and equipment, bird identification 
books and a field monitoring handbook was distributed to participants 
for their parks. A second workshop took place in November 2008 on 
Aruba with participants from Aruba and Bonaire.

Update:

Monitoring: Monitoring stations were set up on Aruba, Bonaire, Saba 
and St Eustatius and all but Aruba are actively collecting bird data. 
Outreach materials are currently under development including species 
lists, lists for bird ID cards and Bird Guides. Work has been hung for nine 
months due to difficulties in accessing copyright free bird illustrations. 
Draft material for the Washington Slagbaai Bird Guide has been 
completed and is under review by STINAPA Bonaire. Once this first Guide 
Book has been completed drafts will be adapted for the other islands. 

Dive staff training
The Dutch Caribbean islands are a significant marine biodiversity hotspot and attract 
a huge number of visiting water sports enthusiasts, particularly divers.  As coral reefs 
are coming under increasing pressure from human impacts such as sedimentation and 
nutrient enrichment as well as global effects such as climate change it is imperative that 
the effect that visitors have on the region’s fragile coral reefs are kept to a minimum. 
DCNA has developed a dive staff training course which will allow dive staff professionals 
to become effective ambassadors and stewards of the corals reefs they use.

Goal:
Implement dive staff training throughout the Dutch Caribbean to 
manage visitor impact utilizing volunteers and support from the local 
dive industry.

Islands: (Aruba), Bonaire, (Curaçao), Saba, St Eustatius

Project leader:
Flo Depondt for material development
Ramon de Leon for implementation on Bonaire

Funder/s:
EDCNA
Euro 25,000 The Travel Foundation NL

Status:

Project started in 2008 with detailed project planning and the decision to 
produce self-study materials as well as a taught course (to be run by volun-
teers) and certification programme (to be administered by the park).
The dive staff training covers basic coral reef biology, ecology and man-
agement coupled with an overview of park rules and regulations and 
visitor management skills.  All support materials have been developed 
and extensively reviewed.
The training will be run Bonaire, feedback will be used to make any 
necessary modifications and thereafter materials will be finalized and 
adapted for use on other participating islands. 

Update:

Materials have been extensively reviewed. New powerpoints made for 
the self study material for testing on Bonaire. Bonaire National Marine 
Park began implementation of the Dive Staff Training programme before 
the end of the year.

Biodiversity conservation projects
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Information repository

www.DCNAnature.org

At the beginning of the year when the Secretariat focused on securing a new service 
provider to host the DCNAnature.org site it came to light that the domain name was 
about to expire. The site was transferred from CuraNet on Curacao to NetTech on 
Bonaire and the domain name secured. 

An agreement was secured that Susan Davis and R.J van Oosten will work jointly to 
update and revamp the website and a website plan was developed. 

As an interim measure the ‘old’ website was updated, content was extensively 
reviewed and brought up to date in October 2009. The ‘new’ website templates are in 
the final stages of completion. Functionality and access to information will be greatly 
improved. Once the completed templates have been sent to Susan Davis the process 
of data transfer can begin behind the scenes. In this way the website will not suffer 
any down time. 

Biodiversity conservation projects

Goal:
Provide a central 

repository for 

information relating 

to biodiversity and 

protected areas 

and encourage 

communication 

exchange of such 

information between 

organisations within 

and outside of the 

Dutch Caribbean.
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www.DCNA.nl

Work is underway to construct a new website for DCNA on the internet at DCNA.
nl. The idea is to create a Dutch language site for Dutch visitors with sufficient 
information to give a clear idea of what DCNA does as well as an impression of the 
high biodiversity and conservation management activities in the Dutch Caribbean. 
This site will not duplicate the information available on DCNA’s main website but will 
simply function as a user-friendly portal. 

DCNA.nl is running a little behind schedule but should be operational early in 2010. 

Photobank 

With the photos made available to DCNA by the SHAPE photographers, Andre van 
Proosdij as well as several other local photographers, DCNA looking for a solution to 
either build a simple photo bank or have the images housed at an established photo 
bank so that they will be quickly and easily available. 

The Secretariat has developed a draft document explaining copyright and use issues 
for DCNA’s logo and tag line as well as use of photo images. This needs to be finalized 
before the end of the year. 
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Acronyms 

BZK
Dutch Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations
Dutch Ministry

Netherlands

CARMABI
Caribbean Research and Management of Biodiversity Foundation
research institute and park management organisation

Curaçao

CI
Conservation International 
international conservation organisation

USA

DCNA
Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance
regional network of protected areas

Bonaire

DOEN
Stichting DOEN 
funding organization linked to Dutch Postcode Lottery

Netherlands

FPNA
Fundashon Parke Nacional Arikok
park management organisation

Aruba

IUCN NL
International Union for Nature Conservation, Netherlands
international conservation organization

Netherlands

LNV
Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality
Dutch Ministry

Netherlands

MINA
Central Government Department of Nature and the Environment
Central Government department

Curaçao

MPA Marine Protected Area (Marine Park)

NF
Nature Foundation: park management organization on St Maarten 
park management organisation 

St Maarten

NPL
National Postcode Lottery
Lottery and charitable funding organisation

Netherlands

PBNF
Prince Bernhard Nature Funds
funding organisation

Netherlands

SCF
Saba Conservation Foundation
park management organisation

Saba

STCB
Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire
turtle conservation organisation

Bonaire

STENAPA
St Eustatius National Parks Foundation
park management organisation

St. Eustatius

STINAPA
STINAPA Bonaire: park management organization on Bonaire
park management organisation

Bonaire

TNC
The Nature Conservancy USA
international conservation organisation

USA

TPA Terrestrial Protected Area

VOMIL
Volksgezondheid en Milieuhygiëne
Central Government department

Curaçao

VROM
Dutch Ministry of housing, spatial planning and the environment
Dutch Ministry

Netherlands

WIDECAST
Wider Caribbean Sea Turtle Network
sea turtle conservation organisation

USA

WNF
Wereld Natuur Fonds 
international conservation organisation

Netherlands

WWF
World Wildlife Fund
international conservation organisation

worldwide

Acronyms



Dutch Caribbean
Nature Alliance
Kalli De Meyer
Kaya Grandi 20, Bonaire
tel: +599-717-5010
cell:+599-780-5010
www.DCNAnature.org

Fundacion Parke
Nacional Arikok
San Fuego 71
Santa Cruz. Aruba
tel: +297-992-9376
www.arubanationalpark.org 

STINAPA Bonaire
Barcadera, Bonaire
tel: +599-717-8444
www.stinapa.org

CARMABI
Piscadera Baai, Curaçao
tel: +599-9-462-4242
www.carmabi.org

Saba Conservation
Foundation
Fort Bay, Saba
tel: +599-416-3295
www.sabapark.org

STENAPA
Gallows Bay, Statia
tel: +599-318-2884
www.statiapark.org

Nature Foundation
St Maarten
Wellsberg Street 1-A
Unit 25-26, Fishermans Wharf Complex
Cole Bay, St Maarten.
tel: +599-544-4267
www.naturefoundationsxm.org
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Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance
Safeguarding nature in the Dutch Caribbean

Nature parks  of  the Dutch Caribbean

Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance

Kaya Italia 5, Bonaire
tel: +599-717-5010
cell:+599-780-5010
www.DCNAnature.orgD

CN
ADutch Caribbean Nature Alliance

Safeguarding nature in the Dutch Caribbean
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Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance | Kaya Italia 5 | Kralendijk, Bonaire | Dutch Caribbean

+599 717 5010 | info@DCNA nature.org | www.DCNA nature.org


